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LETTER TO THE EARTH - THE MILLENARY OLIVE TREE

Hi earth and Hi to all of you, I’m a millenary olive tree like a lot there in Apulia.

Today, I don’t want to talk to you of lu sule, lu mare e lu jentu (the sun, the sea and the wind) of my country, 
my beautiful country, with the Trullis and the Masseries, but of all the bad things that humans did from when I 
born, in the 750 b.c., until now, in the 2020.

I saw my beautiful sea, that sea that every year take here people from all the word just for a both in a 
crystalline water, become black for all the petroleum that a selfish human has thrown in our sea, that sea that 
was peopled from fish that are now really rare, not just here but in all the word, because this isn’t a problem 
just of my country, but of all our word, that sea that sometimes tries to be heard from the humans, but that 
many and many people don’t hear or don’t want to heard.

I saw my pure hair become dirt, dirt because a human wanted to go to find mussels, that than he didn’t eat, 
with his big car that use 1l of gasoil par km, when he could just walk, because he live in a house, a house that’s 
build where there where kmters and kmtrs of nature, at three minutes from the sea, but no, he have to go by 
car. But don’t say that is because he is Italian, ore things like this, because this happened in Italy, in French, in 
USA and in Korea too. because humans are all the same. Because you don’t know what you are doing, because 
anyone understand what he has until he doesn’t have it anymore.

I saw rivers of different kind of birds and animals forced to go away from their millennian home, on my foliage, 
that a human cut for go in a church to say that the world of God is fantastic, bee looked in an iron cage, and 
bee brought in a zoo where someone has the courage to say, “the animal are ok”. But this isn’t thought, 
because if Nature created all that she created there’s a meaning, that i don’t think is that one of create 
something to make it distraite from a little maggot that than for don’t work for one hour goes in the streets in 
a marches whose theme is the environment.

I saw forests been replaced from a street that anyone uses… oh no… someone use them, yes, someone that, 
for the thrill of the illegality, drops mattresses, low batteries, their pets, that someone took from their mum 
for do an horrible life in a house without love, and other waste, drops from their car that use 1l of gasoil par 
km. 

At the end of all, I understand that human are like a king that suppressed all their servants, all the things that 
the Nature or God did for them. Humans are like Queen Marie Antoinette, that ate kg and kg of that that 
others did, others that couldn’t eat. But like the servants started a revolution, at the same way Nature can 
start a revolution, and if we continue to give littles brioches, and not the brad, like we’re doing now, the 
Nature will start a revolution.
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